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IS IT A SIGN? 
I desire to do your will, my God; your law is within my heart. 

Psalm 40:8 
 

READ 1 Samuel 24:1-7 

The offer looked good, and was exactly what Peter needed. After being laid off, this 

sole breadwinner of a young family had prayed desperately for a job. “Surely this is 
God’s answer to your prayers,” his friends suggested. 

Reading about the prospective employer, however, Peter felt uneasy. The company 
invested in suspicious businesses and had been flagged for corruption. In the end, 
Peter rejected the offer, though it was painful to do so. “I believe God wants me to do 
the right thing,” he shared with me. “I just have to trust He will provide for me.” 

Peter was reminded of the account of David meeting Saul in a cave. It seemed like he 
was being given the perfect opportunity to kill the man hunting him down, but David 
resisted. “The Lord forbid that I should do such a thing . . . for he is the anointed of the 
Lord,” he reasoned (1 Samuel 24:6). David was careful to distinguish between his own 
interpretation of events and God’s command to obey His instruction and do the right 
thing. 

Instead of always trying to look for “signs” in certain situations, let’s look to God and 
His truth for wisdom and guidance to discern what lies before us. He will help us do 
what’s right in His eyes. 

By Leslie Koh 
 

PRAY & REFLECT  
God, our Provider, grant me the wisdom to discern opportunities before me and 
the faith to follow Your way, that I might always do what pleases You. Amen.  
 

What could help you discern between a personal interpretation of events and what God 
would want you to do? Whom can you turn to for godly advice? 
 

SCRIPTURE INSIGHT 
Twice David spared King Saul's life-first as recorded in 1 Samuel 24:1-10 and again 
as described in chapter 26. The setting in chapter 24 is a large cave in the wilderness 
of En Gedi. This cave is one among many in the region, some large enough to hold 
thousands. Saul and his soldiers were pursuing David with the intent of killing him when 
Saul stopped to relieve himself in the very cave where David and his six hundred men 
were hiding. In chapter 26, Saul continued to pursue David. Once again, David was 
close enough to take Saul's life but showed him the mercy that the king lacked. – By 
Alyson Kieda 
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